
 

Planning Management     Address _________________________ 

Birmingham City Council      __________________________ 

PO BOX 28        __________________________ 

Birmingham        __________________________ 

B1 1TU        Date: _____________________ 
 
Ref: Planning Application 2011/03485/PA (Land off Pershore Road/Fordhouse Lane Former 
Arvin Meritor Works Stirchley Birmingham B30 3BW) 
 
Dear Ms Brennan, 
 
I am writing to you to object to the above planning application for an ASDA food store in Stirchley 
on the following grounds:.  
 

• Traffic and transport: Another large supermarket will drastically increase traffic, impact on 
local air quality, safety of pedestrians, particularly local school children, and work to make 
the Pershore Road corridor a ʻsmart routeʼ. ASDAʼs traffic data does not reassure me that 
there will not be a significant negative impact on the health of Stirchley. I therefore urge the 
council to carry out a thorough, independent and transparent assessment of the traffic and 
transport issues.  

 
• Poor design: The design does not connect the store to the local high street, meaning it will 

have a negative impact on trade and attempts to rejuvenate the area. It is also well outside 
of Stirchleyʼs ʻretail coreʼ as identified in the Stirchley Framework SPD, and reiterated in the 
recent draft Birmingham Core Strategy. The loss of high street parking, the three-lane 
vehicular access from the Pershore road that crudely cuts through the established building 
line (contrary to the Birmingham UDP), and consequent poor pedestrian access to the site 
from the high street are also of concern.  

 
• Proof of Need:  with the existing CO-OP and the approved and pending TESCO, there will 

already be considerable supermarket provision in Stirchley. The need for a third 
supermarket should be fully proven and independently scrutinised. The land could be used 
for more pressing requirements such as employment, housing or leisure as identified in the 
draft Core Strategy LDF (s10): “Outside the [retail] core encouragement will be given to 
conversion and redevelopment for high quality residential, office and non retail uses.” 

 
• The local economic impact: Along with the loss of parking spaces, the high volume of car 

traffic will impede the local businesses’ ability to trade, not only in Stirchley, but also in 
Bournville, Cotteridge, Selly Park, and Kings Heath. I also fear a loss of skilled, 
entrepreneurial jobs in the local area as the National Retail Planning Forum conclude that 
on average a new large supermarket leads to 276 job losses within a 10-mile radius. 

 
• I also object to the application because ______________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Yours Sincerely, 


